Book Club in a Bag
Discussion Questions
“The Woman in Cabin 10”
by Ruth Ware
1. What’s the effect of having Lo’s e-mails and various news reports interspersed
throughout Lo’s narration? In what ways do they help you better understand what’s
happening aboard the Aurora?
2. When Lo first enters the ship, she says, "I had a sudden disorienting image of the
Aurora as a ship imprisoned in a bottle—tiny, perfect, isolated, and unreal" (p. 37). In
what ways does this statement foreshadow the events that take place on the ship?
Describe the Aurora. In what ways do you think life on the ship may seem unreal?
3. Who is Carrie? Did you like her? Why or why not? Describe her relationship with Lo.
In what ways, if any, are the two women alike?
4. After Lo’s flat is burglarized, she calls Velocity’s assistant features editor, Jenn, and
tells her about it. Why do you think Lo underplays the break-in? How might this
make her feel more in control? Have you ever underplayed an event of significance
in your life?
5. When Lo panics on one of her first nights aboard the Aurora, she says, "I imagined
burying my face in Judah’s shoulder and for a second I nearly burst into tears, but I
clenched my teeth and swallowed them back down. Judah was not the answer to all this"
(p. 49). Why is Lo so resistant to accepting help from Judah? Do you think that she’s right
to be reticent? Describe their relationship. Do Lo and Judah support each other?
6. When Lo first speaks to Richard Bullmer, she notices that he gives her "a little wink" (p.
79). What is the effect of this gesture? Did you like him, or were you suspicious of him?
7. Archer tells Lo that self-defense is "not about size, even a girl like you can
overpower a man if you get the leverage right" (p. 73). Is Lo able to do so? What
kind of leverage does she have?
8. Judah tells Lo that "I still think, in spite of it all, we’re responsible for our own actions"
(p. 334). Do you agree? In what scenes did you think the deception and violence
that occurred were justified? In what scenes did you think it not justified?
The above questions were taken from LitLovers, Reading Guides.
www.litlovers.com/reading-guides/10720-woman-in-cabin-10-ware
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